is proud to present “Project Home Front.” When planning our new exhibit, WINGS OF GOLD: Coronado & Naval Aviation, a simple project to help our community mark the Centennial of Naval Aviation was proposed: to recognize the homes where a naval aviator once lived (or lives now), with a small distinctive yard sign.

Soon, this project took on a life of its own, growing exponentially as word spread through the naval aviation community. Phone calls started coming from all over the country, even overseas. The stories we’ve heard are touching, and sometimes heartbreaking, as a family member tells us how much this sign would mean to their loved one who has passed on.

A glance at the centerfold map in this brochure shows what we hoped to demonstrate — just how important naval aviators have been to our community since 1911, when Glenn Curtiss set up his flight school here to train military pilots. We hope you enjoy learning more about the men and women who have served our country so bravely through peacetime and in war, and who, at least planned for. Check our website, www.coronadohistory.org, for aviator info on sign numbers over 300. Our bright blue signs will remain in place until mid-September. An asterisk (*) represents names out of alphabetical order or biographical material was unavailable. Highlighted numbers represent well-known aviators.

Special thanks to the volunteers who have made Project Home Front possible: Susan Keith, Rob Crenshaw, Tom Mustin, Lorraine Roley, Wright Smith and Boy Scout Troop #806.

How to use this brochure: Each sign has a number corresponding to a number on the map in the center of this brochure. Listed on the other pages are the same numbers with the aviator’s name (names are in alphabetical order), followed by a brief military bio of the aviator, so you can drive, bike or walk by the homes on a self-guided tour. Because of space considerations only a brief bio could be included. In some cases biographical information was just not available.

Only the first 300 signs are represented in this brochure, the quantity we originally planned for. Check our website, www.coronadohistory.org, for aviator info on sign numbers over 300. Our bright blue signs will remain in place until mid-September. An asterisk (*) represents names out of alphabetical order or biographical material was unavailable. Highlighted numbers represent well-known aviators.
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aerialcraft, 800 carrier landings. 175 combat missions, Vietnam. Awards: DFC, Air Medal, Navy Commendation Medal /Combat V.

24 1030 Glorieta *Carlin, Tom


26 552 E Avenue *Chandler, Ed


28 821 Balboa Avenue Christenson, Donald A., CAPT 28 years service, 4000 flight hours, 450 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: A1 Skyrader.

29 1115 Loma Avenue *Clark, Doug


32 873 G Avenue Cooper, Lloyd, “Garfish One,” CAPT 30.5 years service, 4648 flight hours, 583 carrier landings. Flew FJJ-3. Served in WWII and Korea, total 50 combat missions.

33 637 J Avenue *Corbett, William

34 525 I Avenue Covington, Donald, “Cov,” CAPT 30 years service, 3500 flight hours, 350 carrier landings. Served in Vietnam and Desert Storm. Awards: Legion of Merit, Air Medals, Defense Meritorious Service,


36 82 Port of Spain Road Crawford, Wayne Haliburton, CAPT 33 years service, 4821 flight hours, 69 carrier landings, Flew P2V. Served in Korea and Vietnam.


39 695 Guadalupe Avenue Daly, John S., CAPT 32 years of service; 4032 flight hours; 1056 carrier landings. Flew SH-3 in Vietnam. Awards: Legion of Merit, Meritorious Service Award, Air Medal/w Bronze Star, Joint Service Accommodation and Navy Accommodation Medals.

39a 695 Guadalupe Daly, John M. CDR 23 years of service, 2600 flight hours with 430 carrier landings. Flew S-3 Viking in Iraqi Freedom.


41 710 Second Street Davis, William “Bill,” CDR 30 yrs. service, 300+ carrier landings. Flew TBM-3 in WWII.

42 927 D Avenue *Delano, William D.

43 155 H Avenue Dickey, Fred C, RADM 31 years of service. Aircraft flown: Sea Planes, PB5s. Served in WWII. Awards: Silver Star.

44 1520 Ynez *Dill, J.K.

45 850 Pomona Avenue Dorman, R.H., “Laughing Boy,” CDR 33 years of service, 1,000+ flight hours, 100+ carrier landings. Served in WWII, Korea, Vietnam. Awards: Air Medal, Presidential Unit Citation.

46 1111 Loma Avenue Dunn, Peter, LT 15 years service, 2535 flight hours, 135 carrier landings. Served in Korea, 35 combat missions.

47 35 Sandpiper Edge, Donald, CAPT 33 years service, 3724 flight hours, 1500 carrier landings. Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam. Awards: Legion of Merit, 4 Air Medals.


51 620 Ninth Street *Emig, Alvin F.

52 374 Glorieta Blvd *Fairbank, David, P.


54 266 F Avenue *Feallock, Mark

55 266 F Avenue *Feallock, William

56 770 F Avenue Foster, Wynn, F., “Captain Hook; Old Salt One,” CAPT 27 years of service. Served in Korea and Vietnam, 238 carrier landings. Awards: Silver Star, Legion of Merit, DFC, Purple Heart, Navy Combat Unit Commendation and 19 Air Medals.

57 453 C Avenue *Gainnie, George, W., CAPT


59 370 B Avenue Gehres, Leslie, RADM Born 1898. Died 1975. Joined Naval Militia 1914. Served in WWII. In 1927 was naval aviator and stunt pilot. Captain of USS Franklin when it was bombed by Japanese in 1945.

60 121 Acacia Way Goetschius, Forrest Dale, “Gooch,” CAPT Over 37 in service, 4000 plus flight hours, 569 carrier landings. Served in WWII, Korea, Vietnam. Awards: DFC, Bronze Star, 6 Air Medals, 3 Navy Commendation Medals with Combat V.

61 325 B Avenue *Gorrell, Bruce, LCDR

62 933 Olive Avenue *Greer, J.D.

63 777 G Avenue *Griffin, Virgil C.


66 950 B Avenue *Hall, Don

67 73 Tunapuna Hamilton, Thomas, “Tucker,” CDR, 20 years of service, 2873 flight hours, 271 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: S-3A.

68 725 Guadalupe Handleby, Al Jr. RADM U.S. N. A. 1924. Served in Battle of Leyte Gulf and Guadalcanal, CO. Newfoundland Base, CO. Lake Spring Naval Air Station and Key West, and on various other aircraft carriers and squadrons.

69 80 Trinidad Bend Hanson, Robert M., Captain Received his wings in 1968. Retired in 1994.

70 647 Alameda Blvd. *Hardy, Jim


72 739 Tolita Avenue *Harris, Dale


74 266 F Avenue *Hawes, Fred

75 725 Guadalupe *Heading, Truman

76 1229 Alameda Blvd. *Hemler, Frank, CAPT

77 880 Coronado *Herman, Bruce


Asterisk (*) represents names out of alphabetical order or biographical material was unavailable.

1022 Park Place Hubbard, Donald, CDR 24 years of service, 4500 flight hours, 45 carrier landings. Served in Vietnam. Served in VS-38 during Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm.

720 Glorieta Blvd. *Huck, Bill

161 J Avenue *Hull, Roger

1401 First Avenue *Hunt, David A., Jr.

841 Country Club Jenkins, Folsom, "Hook," CAPT 34 years of service. Served in WWII and WWII.


575 A Avenue Johnson, Clarence R., "Johnny," CAPT Served with Seventh Fleet in WWII. Coordinated recovery of Apollo 12 astronauts. Awards: 32 combat decorations and 26 Air Medals, Legion of Merit, 3 DFCs, 2 Meritorious Service Medals.


709 G Avenue *Keats, Ed, RADM


741 Cabrillo *Kennedy, Ronald, W., LCDR


250 Soliedad Place *Krause, William


160 Acacia Way Laird, Dean S. Awarded in WWII. Flew F6F "Hellcat," U.S. Navy’s primary carrier-borne fighter plane, off the USS Bunker Hill and USS Essex.


815 Second Street Lanman, Charles B., RADM 30 years service, 3500 flight hours, 250 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: SB2C-C. Served in WWII. Awards: Bronze Star.


1510 Parkview Place Larison, Jack, "JigDog," CAPT 33 years of service, 4832 flight hours, 385 carrier landings. Served in Vietnam, 125 combat missions. Awards: Bronze Star and Air Medal.

729 B Avenue Leach, Walter Dennison, Ill, "Doc," LT Died 1935. Received wings in 1930. Primary aircraft flown was BF2C1.

830 Coronado Avenue Lee, Kent, VADM 36 years service. Served on USS Essex during WWII. CDR aircraft carrier USS Enterprise during Vietnam War. Associated with development and procurement of the F/A-18 Hornet fighter aircraft.

805 Tenth Street *Leeper, James

900 Coronado Avenue Lehman, Ben Allen, LCDR 24 years service, 4273 flight hours, 739 carrier landings. Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam. Flew the 1000th rescue mission off the USS Kitty Hawk during Vietnam War.

444 A Avenue *Lennon, Robert, Jr, CDR 29 years of service and 6000 flight hours. Flew a P2V and served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam.

1117 Isabella *Lindsay, Robert, CDR

329 E Avenue *Lussier, John

211 Ocean *McCrary, Wayne

272 I Avenue *Maguire, Charles "Molly," RADM 30 years of service and flew Lighter-Than-Air aircraft.

600 Cabrillo Mantz, Roy T., CAPT 28 years of service, 5300 flight hours, 165 carrier landings. Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam, 125 combat missions. Awards: DFC and 5 Air Medals.


1506 Parkview Place McCaul, John, CAPT 34 years of service, 6500 flight hours. Aircraft flown: P02V7. Served in Vietnam, 76 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal.

1040 Isabella, 401 G Street *McCannell, Jim, LTJG

911 Second Street *Abbot, James, L.

870 Coronado Avenue *McCullough, Martin


1325 Sixth Street *McMahon, Michael, CAPT


749 I Avenue *Michael, Kyle, CDR

509 Seventh Street *Miller, Brian


802 Eighth Street Mitchell, Tom "Demon," CAPT 27 years of service, 6500 flight hours. 1083 carrier landings, 95 combat missions in Vietnam. Flew A-7E Corsair II. Awards: 6 Air Medals and 2 Navy Commendation Medals/w Combat V

911 F Avenue *Moffit, Adam L., LT


351 J Avenue *Moore, Virgil W., Jr.

324 Glorieta Place, 933 Olive Avenue *Moore, Benjamin, RADM
to naval aviator. Assignments took him to every continent except South America.

191 920 Adella *Stanley, Earl W.


193 161 J Avenue Stephenson, Paul, CAPT 30.5 years of service, 6400 flight hours, 1000 carrier landings. Served in Vietnam, 413 combat missions. Awards: Legion of Merit, 2 DFC, Bronze Star, 37 Air Medals.


195 1325 Sixth Street Strommer, Frederick A., LCDR 16 years of service, 3000 flight hours, 175 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: F8. Served in Vietnam and Desert Storm.

196 1730 Avenida del Mundo Stroop, Paul D., VADM U.S. Naval Academy 1926. Experience in flying boats, carrier type aircraft and small single engine seaplanes operating from cruisers.

197 437 Alameda Blvd Stubyesant, William Robert, CAPT 4444 flight hours, 50 carrier landings. Flew various aircraft prior to being one of Navy’s initial helicopter pilots. Served in Korea and Vietnam.

198 810 Coronado Sweeney, Charles, Chuck, CDR 22 years of service, 4400 flight hours, 757 carrier landings. Served in Vietnam, 200 combat missions. Awards: 3 DFC, 4 Air Medals, 19 Strike/Flight Air Medals, 2 Navy Commendation Medals/Combat V.

199 141 Carob Way Swisher, Dale Born 1934. Died 2009. Navy Aviation Officer Candidate School program 1958. Flew numerous military helicopters and was test pilot for Bell Helicopter.


202 300 First Street *Thompson, George


207 320 Second Street *Townsend, William, Jr.


209 740 J Avenue *Turpit, John

210 751 Cabrillo Avenue Tuttle, Adolphus, Darwin Flying seaplanes at Rockwell Field 1918. Honorably discharged 1921.

211 1427 Fifth Street Tyra, Thomas Donald, CAPT U.S.N.A 1932. Test pilot for Grumman, testing and landing new USN seaplane designs in Glorieta Bay and San Diego Harbor.


213 277 G Avenue Valadez, Ignacio R., Ponch 20 years service to date, 2540 flight hours. Aircraft flown: H-60.

214 936 Adella *Vickers, Jerry

215 327 C Avenue *Vold, Al

216 710 Cabrillo Avenue Walker, Samuel Bruce, Sam, CDR 25 years of service, 3199 flight hours, 6 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: P2V.


218 799 J Avenue *Ware, Charles

219 711 J Avenue *Watson, Steve

220 700 Margarita Avenue *Whaley, William

221 720 Cabrillo *White, Joe

222 930 Adella *White, Joe

223 324 Seventh Street *Wiley, Richard

224 631 Cabrillo *Willems, Chub


226 1101 Coronado Avenue Williams, Gordon R., Rusty, LCDR 22 years of service, 6 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: P-3 Orion. Operation Iraqi Freedom.

227 821 Coronado Avenue *Williams, William

228 649 J Avenue Woiwode, Michael J., Wode, CAPT 25 years of service, 1361 flight hours, 102 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: S-3A. Served in Vietnam.


231 563 Alameda *Yanquell, Charles


233 310 Second Street *Worthy, Alan, CDR

234 1414 Glorieta *Huber, Joe

235 920 Adella Avenue *Rough, James

236 160 Alder *Bolt, Christopher

237 537 Adella Lane *McGrath, Pat, Muggsy, RADM 31 years of service and 3600 flight hours with one carrier landing. Predominant aircraft flown: SH-2.

New Alphabetical Listing Starts Here:


239 810 Balboa Avenue *Bean, Dave, CAPT USN (Ret.)

240 140 Acacia Way Buckner, Gerald G., Jerry, LCDR 20 yrs. service, 4453 flight hours, 704 carrier landings. Flew AD Skyraider (Vietnam) 131 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal and Navy Commendation Medal

241 901 Third Street *Collins, James


243 938 B Avenue Crawley, David, Doc, CAPT 26 years of service, 600 flight hours. Aircraft flown: T-28 in Vietnam.

244 730 E Avenue Davis, Elisabeth, CB, LT Nine years of service, 1300 plus flight hours, 1000 plus carrier landings. Aircraft flown: H-46. Served in Iraqi Freedom.


247 222 F Avenue *Ferguson, Kevin

248 968 E Avenue Geggie, Patrick Michael, Pat, LT 11 years of service, 1500 flight hours. Aircraft flown: P-3C Orion. Operation Iraqi Freedom.

249 853 G Avenue *Gimber, James R.

250 412 Avenue *Glenn, Walter


252 600 Coronado Avenue *Herring, Michael

253 943 Olive *Hutchinson, Thomas G.

254 300 Ninth Street Johnston, Roy, CAPT 26 years of service, 5500+ flight hours, 5900 carrier landings. Served in WWII, Korea, Vietnam, 250 combat missions. Awards: Bronze Star.

255 815 Alameda Blvd. *Kaine, Glenn


258 456 B Avenue *Litchfield, Charles

259 920 Coronado *Luckett, Thomas

260 901 Third Street *Marriott, Michael W.

261 1030 Encino Row *Martin, Richard O.

262 621 Cabrillo Avenue McCully, John C., LCDR 22 years of service, 4988 flight hours, 494 carrier landings. In Vietnam, 372 combat missions. Awards: 3 Air Medals, 2 Navy Commendation w/ Combat V, 2 Cross of Gallantry.

263 416 Fifth Street McFadden, Chris, “McSnappy,” LT 8 years of service, 2300 flight hours. Iraqi Freedom, Enduring Freedom.


266 811 Adella Avenue Mercer, Keith Anthony, LCDR 22 years of service, Flew an EF3, Coronado HS ’93

267 705 H Avenue Mercer, Thomas Alexander “Wracker,” RADM 4300 flight hours, 970 carrier landings. Flew A7E (Vietnam) 255 combat missions. Awards: 3 DFCs, 4 Air Medals, 25 AM(S/F)

268 811 Adella Avenue Mercer, Willoughby, “Merce,” CAPT 31 yrs. service, 3900 flight hours. Flew a PBY-5A (WWII) 46 combat missions, Awards: 3 Air Medals

269 43 The Point Mitchell, Jerry, COL, USMC 25 years of service, 8000 flight hours, 461 carrier landings. Flew FPF (Korea) and RF8(Vietnam) 161 combat missions. Awards: Legion Of Merit with Combat V/star for 2nd and 3rd awards, DFC star /2nd award, 8 Air Medals


271 411 I Avenue Nevitt, Russell D., “Rude,” CAPT 25 years of service, 2300 flight hours, 201 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: S-3 Viking.

272 651 Cabrillo Avenue O’Keefe, Michael “Phantom,” LCDR 21+ years of service, 4396 flight hours, 7 carrier landings, field 1431. Flew P-3C Orion (Vietnam) 130 hrs. combat missions. Distinguished Naval Graduate (#1) Flight Training.


274 700 Margarita Avenue Pennoyer, Frederick William “Horze,” VADM 35 years of service, USNA 1915, USS Langley in WWII and flew in WWII. Former CDR of Bureau of Naval Aeronautics

275 854 H Avenue *Pugh, Mark


277 868 F Avenue *Ramirez, Stephen

278 870 Cabrillo *Rascoll, Robert T.


280 816 First Street Sanders, Richard O., “Rich,” LT 3.2 years of service, 200 flight hours in helicopters.

281 319 D Avenue *Saunders, Anthony

282 835 Margarita *Scott, William B., Jr.


284 345 D Avenue #4 Stansell, Donald C., “Donsee,” LT 6 years of service, 2000 flight hours, 5 carrier landings. Aircraft flown: P2V.


286 904 Ninth Street, 968 G Avenue *Storey, Joseph

287 901 Coronado Avenue Thibodeau, Marc Andre, “Tibbs,” CDR 20 years of service, 1208 flight hours, 295 carrier landings. Served in Desert Storm, 62 combat missions. Awards: 3 Air Medals with Combat V, 3 Navy Commendation Medals with Combat V.

288 530 H Avenue *Tobin, Todd, CDR

289 1351 Orange Avenue Towers, Jack, VADM (4 Star) 1911 Naval Aviator #3. Led first flight across Atlantic in 1919 with wartime NC flying boats, Capt. of USS Saratoga, Chief of Bureau of Aeronautics, Leader of Pacific Fleet aviators.

290 640 J Avenue *Urich, Dave

291 611 Cabrillo Avenue Wastila, George M., Jr., “Wast,” Maj, USMC 29 years of service, 500 flight hours. Aircraft flown: HU1E, 19 Birddog (Vietnam), 80 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal, Navy Commendation Medal/ Combat V, Presidential Unit Citation

292 646 J Avenue *Watson, John


295 863 H Avenue *Weller, Chris

296 754 H Avenue Whalen, Joseph Patrick, “Boogie,” CDR 17 years of service, 3000 flight hours. Flew T-34C in Kosovo Campaign and Southern Watch. Awards: 2 Navy Commendation Medals.


298 804 F Avenue Worthington, Jacques Piatt, “Jack,” LT USN Received Wings 1917. Reserve Forces 7 years of service, 1009 flight hours. Aircraft flown: N-1. Served in WWI.

299 501 Country Club *Yarnell, Lawrence Rex

300 428 H Avenue, 441 A Avenue, 850 B Avenue *Baldauf, Laurence III, “Repoman,” LCDR 12 years of service, 4500 flight hrs., 630 carrier landings. Wing-qualified LSO. Main Aircraft Flown: F/A-18. Awards: Navy Commendation Medal (2), Navy Achievement Medal (2)

Updated 10/14/17
Note: Highlighted numbers represent well-known aviators. An asterisk (*) represents names out of alphabetical order or biographical material was unavailable.

Numbers over 300 can be found on our website: www.coronadohistory.org.
THE CORONADO HISTORICAL ASSN. is proud to present “Project Home Front.” When planning our new exhibit, WINGS OF GOLD: Coronado & Naval Aviation, a simple project to help our community mark the Centennial of Naval Aviation was proposed: to recognize the homes where a naval aviator once lived (or lives now), with a small distinctive yard sign.

This project continues to grow as word spreads through the naval aviation community. We continue with additions and corrections to the original brochure and will add them here on our website as we receive them and are able to post them.

How to use this brochure:

In the original phase, each sign has a number corresponding to a number on the map in the center of this brochure. Additional numbers will not be identified on the map. However, listed on these pages are the sign numbers, in numerical order with the street address and the aviator’s name, followed by a brief military bio of the aviator, if supplied, so you can drive, bike or walk by the homes on a self-guided tour. Because of space considerations only a brief bio could be included. In some cases biographical information was just not available. At the end of this listing are names with for which there are no signs requested and/or no address given.

In general, the first 300 signs are represented in the first eight pages of this brochure, the quantity we originally planned for. Starting with this page, we add those additional names who have contacted us for additional signs and make any corrections to the original 300. You’ll find this Adobe Document (pdf) searchable using Adobe Reader. Check our website often at www.coronadohistory.org, for aviator updates. Our bright blue signs will remain in place until mid-September. An asterisk (*) represents biographical material was unavailable. Highlighted numbers represent well-known aviators.

Special thanks to the volunteers who have made Project Home Front possible: Susan Keith, Rob Crenshaw, Tom Mustin, Lorraine Roley, Wright Smith, Becky Mercer and Boy Scout Troop #806.

# Duplicate assigned number, to be resolved


105 729 B Avenue Leach, Walter Dennison, Jr., “Doc,” LT Died 1935. Received wings in 1930. Primary aircraft flown was BF2C1.

111 Isabella Lindsay, Robert Bruce, “Laser”, CDR, 30 years of service. 3000 flight hours with 400 carrier landings. Flew A-4 Skyhawk. Served in Vietnam.


196 1730 Avenida del Mundo #609 Stroop, Paul David, “PD”, VADM 39 years and 5 months of service. Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam. Onboard the USS Lexington when she was sunk in the Battle of the Coral Sea, 1942. Tailhooker of the Year, 1965.


272 651 Cabrillo Avenue O’Keefe, Michael “Phantom”, LCDR 21+ years of service, 4396 flight hours, 7 carrier landings, field 1431. Flew P-3C Orion (Vietnam) 130 hrs. combat missions. Distinguished Naval Graduate (#1) Flight Training.


289 1351 Orange Avenue Towers, Jack, ADM (4 Star) 1911 Naval Aviator #3. Led first flight across Atlantic in 1919 with wartime NC flying boats, Capt. of USS Saratoga, Chief of Bureau of Aeronautics, Leader of Pacific Fleet aviators.


304 734 Margarita Allen, Russell E.*

305 1210 7th Street Alspach, John 7 years of service to date. 250 flight hours, 10 carrier landings. Predominant aircraft flown, F/A-18.

306 952 I Avenue *Anderson John M.

307 266 I Avenue *Androski Frank N.


309 925 G Ave Austin, Paul Bliven, CAPT Over 1000 carrier landings. Over 300 combat missions. Participated in the Cuban Missile Quarantine. In 1981, for the first time in 14 years, he guided the USS America through the Suez Canal. Awards: Meritorious Service Medal, 15 strike-flight Air Medals, two Navy Commendation Medals.
310  637 I Avenue  *Baumgartner, Edward
311  200 H Avenue  *Beverly, David T.  312  1405 Tenth Street  Bodnar, Andrew Joseph, CDR  30.  5 years of service.  Flew PBM Mariner Flying Boat.  Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam.
313  313 Olive  *Bokesch, William
314  748 I Avenue  *Brocato, Barry
317  817 Tolita  *Brummitt, Gerald F.
318  1427 Fifth Street  Burnette, Oliver Stokes, “Ollie”, CAPT  30 years of service.  200 carrier landings.  Flew, SB2C.  Served in WWII in “Crommelin’s Thunderbirds” as a dive bomber pilot.  Over 30 combat missions.  Awards:  Multiple Air Medals, Legion of Merit
320  860 Cabrillo Avenue  *Callahan, Earl
321  631 A Avenue  Capeheart, Wadleigh, CAPT  37 years of service.  Served in WWII and WWII.
323  470 Country Club Lane  Carlson, Robert B., “RA”, LCDR  20 years of service.  3400 flight hours with 350 carrier landings.  Flew E2 in Operation Desert Storm, Operation Iraqi Freedom.  51 combat missions.  Awards:  Air Medal (2)
324  641 Coronado Avenue  Carpenter, Douglas, “Fresh”, CDR  20 years service to date.  3465 + flight hours with 625 carrier landings.  Flew, S-3B in Operations Iraqi Freedom, Enduring Freedom, Joint Endeavor, and Operation Southern Watch.  16 combat missions.
325  717 A Avenue  Carpenter, Donald Marshall, “Doc”, LCDR  20 years service.  Honored posthumously for record long distance, non-stop flight from Norfolk to Coco Solo, Panama Canal Zone in 1933.  Namesake of the USS Carpenter (DD-825).  Flew P2Y-1 in WWII.
327  403 Eighth Street  *Carter, Gary
328  722 Adella Avenue  *Cellar, Charles
329  944 H Avenue  *Chilton, Harrison R.
330  476 C Avenue  Christianson, John Saagbe, “Big Coolie”, RADM  26 years of service with multiple flight hours, carrier landings and combat missions.  Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam.  Awards:  Navy Cross
331  413 J Avenue  Clampitt, Clayton William, LCDR  30 years of service.  Flew F4 Wildcat/ Hellcat in WWII.  Awards:  DFC and Air Medal
334  28 Sandpiper Strand  Cox, Bradley T., Jr., “Brad”, LT  9 years of service.  1009 Flight hours with 84 carrier landings.  Assigned to the first squadron to do night landings on a jeep carrier.  Flew FM-2 in WWII.  5 combat missions.  Awards:  Air Medal
335  915 Alameda Blvd  *Cox, Jerry G.
336  471 Country Club Lane  Crawford, Fred H., “Creepy”, LCDR  20 years of service.  3000 flight hours.  Flew S-3.
337  1040 Loma Avenue  *Creager, Hugh Gunder
338  507 Pomona Avenue  Croll, Larry Richard, CDR  22 years, 8 months of service.  6180 flight hours with 86 carrier landings.  Flew P-3 in Vietnam.  26 combat missions.  Awards:  Air Medal and Navy Commendation Medal with V.
339  800 Eighth Street  Crow, Edwin M.  CAPT 31 years of service.  4,185 flight hours with 602 combat missions.  Flew A-4C Skyhawk (Vietnam, 94 combat missions) and F4U-4 (Korea, 94 combat missions).  Awards:  DFC, Air Medals (13), Meritorious Service Medal (2), Navy Commendation Medal, Purple Heart (2)
341  685 Ocean Blvd  Dickson, John Emery, CDR  23 years of service.  1000 flight hours and 500+ carrier landings.  Flew:  SNJ and TBM in Korea.  Awards:  Air Medal.
342  432 Palm Avenue  Dietz, Richard C., “Dick”, CDR, USN  27 years of service.  3758 flight hours with 502 carrier landings.  Flew S-2 Tracker.  Served in Vietnam.  57 combat support missions.  Awards:  Air medal, Meritorious Unit Citation
343  1236 Alameda Blvd  *Dimateo, Jim
344  260 D Avenue  *Dowling, Michael
346  104 Trinidad Bend  Durgin, Harlan Michael, “Thumper”, CAPT  30 years of service.  Approximately 5000 flight hours and 600 carrier landings.  Flew 3A/B Viking.
349  303 I Avenue  Evans, Brian, “Rocco”, LTCOL  22 years of service to date.  2400 flight hours with 300 carrier landings.  Flew F-18.  Served in Desert Storm, Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom.  40 combat missions.
350  1710 Avenida Del Mundo, #504  Feldman, Benjamin D., “Wej”, LT  7 years of service to date.  1100 flight hours.  Flies MH-60S.  Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom.  40 combat missions.
351  730 Cabrillo Avenue  *Finley, Tom, CAPT
352  712 Tolita Avenue  Fisher, Clayton E., CDR  34 years of service.  3592 flight hours with 118 carrier landings.  Flew F40-4B Corsair.  Served in WWI and Korea.  86 combat missions.  Awards:  Purple Heart, the Navy Cross, DFC, Air Medal (3).
353  880 Balboa Avenue  Fortner, Leslie O., CDR  About 500 flight hours and 100+ carrier landings.  Flew F4U-4 Corsair in WWII.  100 combat missions.  Awards:  DFC and Air Medal (5).
354  717 C Avenue, Unit B  Foster, Thomas F. Jr., “Wizard”, CDR  Approaching 16 years of service.  Approximately 1800 flight hours.  Flew SH-60B.  Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Afghanistan.
356  534 Pomona Avenue  *Furey, Edwin
357  1061 Pine Street  Geldorisi, George, CAPT  30 years of service.  3250 flight hours.  Predominant aircraft flown, SH-60B.
358  1710 Avenida del Mundo, #1204  Galvin, John R., “Dumbo”, LT  Received his wings in 1943. Joined the Fighting Squadron 8. Shot down while strafing Woleai atoll in the Caroline Islands.  97 combat missions.  Awards:  DFC, 3 Oak Leaf Clusters, Air Medal with 12 Oak Leaf Clusters, Purple Heart, two Presidential Citations and the Submarine Combat Award.
**359** 26 Quentin Roosevelt Blvd. Gamiz, Nicholas P., LCDR 10.5 years of service. 2300 flight hours. Predominant aircraft flown, P-3C. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Afghanistan. 15 combat missions.

**360** 361 C Avenue *Gomrick, Daniel A.*

**361** 933 Second Street *Gould, James W.*

**362** 1009 Eighth Street *Haggerty, Joseph*

**363** 375 I Avenue Hartmann, Thomas Kirk, “Badger”, CAPT 27 years of service. 5600 flight hours. Predominant aircraft flown, C9 Skytrain. Served in Operation Desert Storm.


**365** 620 First Street *Heap, George L.*

**366** 684 Margarita Avenue Herrick, Ralph, CAPT Over 5000 flight hours with 850 carrier landings. Awards: Bronze Star, Air Medal and Legion of Honor.

**367** 1109 F Avenue *Heyward, VADM Alexander S.*

**368** 776 E Avenue *Hill, Gaylord E.*


**370** 917 A Avenue *Hopfinger, Richard*

**371** 389 Palm Ave *Hornick, Victor*


**373** 809 5th Street *Hunt, Peter Paul “Sweet Pea”, CAPT 27 years of service to date. 2700 flight hours with 500 carrier landings. Predominant aircraft flown: S3 Viking. Served in Operation Desert Storm and Operation Iraqi Freedom.


**376** 4 Saint Christopher Lane Karney, Thomas, CDR 20 years of service to date. Over 3000 flight hours. Predominant aircraft flown, PC-3 Orion. Served in Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom.

**377** 736 F Avenue *Kemp, Ernest Eugene*

**378** 657 Margarita Avenue *Kissell Peter B.*

**379** 920 Cabrillo Avenue *Knoche, John*

**380** 941 B Avenue *Korson George*

**381** 840 I Avenue Krejmas, Joseph John, Jr., “Famous”, LT COL, USMC 23 years of service. 3878 flight hours with 10 carrier landings. Predominant aircraft flown, A4.

**382** 661 Cabrillo Avenue *Leland Gregory*

**383** 643 J Avenue Lenardi, Julius, LT 25 years of service. Predominant aircraft flown, PBY Catalina. Served in WWII. Flew as an Aviation Pilot (enlisted).

**384** 1417 Second Street, #111 Lenardi, Sr., Donald Michell, Sr. CDR 23 years of service. 3237 flight hours with 132 carrier landings. Predominant aircraft flown, A6 Intruder. Served in Vietnam. 23 combat missions. Awards: Bronze Star, Air Medal (2) (V) and Navy Commendation Medal (2) (V).

**385** 796 I Avenue *Lighter, Elbert*


**387** 912 B Avenue Lovejoy, Vincent E. LTJG 6 years of service. 1600 flight hours. Flew PBY42. Served in WWII.

**388** 800 B Avenue *Lucken, Frank E., CAPT*


**391** 1427 Sixth Street *Mann, Hoyt D., CAPT* Eared his wings at Pensacola Naval Air Station, 1938. Flew Scout Plane. Served in WWII and Korea. Fought in the Battle of the Coral Sea. Onboard the USS Lexington when it was torpedoed. Awards: Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal, Bronze Star with Combat “V”

**392** 229 Orange Ave #3 *Marriott, Michael A.*

**393** 636 I Avenue *Martell , David W.*

**394** 693 Guadalupe *Martin, William G.*

**395** 801 H Avenue *Mather, Larry L. “Mother”, LCDR 21 years of service. 4285.6 flight hours with 360 carrier landings. Flew F52-E in Vietnam.


**397** 1099 First Street, #402 *McCarthy, Paul F., “Razor”, VADM 36 years of service. 4899 flight hours with 818 carrier landings.


**399** 226 A Avenue *McGraw, Richard J.*


**401** 1001 F Avenue *McKenna, Charles*

**402** 738 B Avenue *Meadows, Thomas*

**403** 964 D Avenue *Melvin, Edmund W.*


**405** 142 I Avenue *Miller, Thomas P.*

**407** 1036 B Avenue *Miller - Kerr, Sarah*

**408** 1300 Seventh Street *Mineo, Michael*


**410** 751 Coronado Avenue Moore, Robert Miles, “Grasshopper”, “Bigbux”, CAPT 30 years of service. 4925 flight hours with 1080 small deck landings. Predominant aircraft flown, SH-60B. Served in Iran/Iraq War.

**411** 359 J Avenue *Mosier, Jonathan D.*

**412** 721 Tolita Avenue *Mouton, Edison Edward*


**414** 247 Alameda Blvd *Newman, Roger*

**415** 811 Second Street Nicholls, Benjamin Frank, “Nick”, CDR 22 years of service. Flew PBY’s in WWII. Served in Korea.


418 6 The Inlet • O’Rourke, Vincent P.

419 726 Adella Lane • Ostroski, Allyn B., CAPT 20 years of service. Flew Douglas Dauntless Dive Bomber. Served in WWII.

420 701 C Avenue • Overstreet, Joe


422 510 Seventh Street • Pegler, Randall


424 160 I Avenue Petriccione, Carmine L., “Nick”, CAPT 30 years of service. 8500 flight hours with 980 carrier landings. Flew S3 Viking.

425 831 Pomona Avenue Pfeifle, William Douglas, “Mouse”, CDR 19 years of service to date. 2600 flight hours. Flew SH-60F. Served in Operations Northern and Southern Watch, Operation Iraqi Freedom.


427 938 I Avenue • Rabun, James R.

428 1020 Pine Street • Reynolds, K.C. (Casey)

429 951 F Avenue Rich, Markham K., “Trash”, CAPT 28 years of service to date. 3800 flight hours with 920 carrier landings. Flew F-14A/B. Served in Operation Desert Shield, Operation Desert Storm and Operation Southern Watch. 25 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal (Strike/Flight).


434 801 Adella Avenue Rogers, Terrence, Terry”, LCDR 21 years of service. 2500 flight hours with 248 carrier landings. Flew S2-F.

435 337 G Avenue • Rooney, Timothy B.


437 742 Jacinto Place Ruzevick, James, “Ruzzy”, LT 7 years of service. 1900 flight hours with 175 carrier landings. Flew S3.

438 320 D Avenue Ryan, Robert R., Jr., “Dirtball”, LT 10 years of service. 2500 flight hours.

439 324 D Avenue Ryan, Robert R., Sr., CDR, 27 years of service. 4500 flight hours. Flew F-2H. Served in WWII. Awards include Air Medal.

440 332 Glorietta Place • Sappenfield, James A.

441 763 F Avenue Schiffer, Michael John, “Shifty”, CDR 20 years of service. 6575.4 flight hours. Flew C-12.

442 1607 Sixth Street • Schmidt, Bernard


444 221 B Avenue • Sheffer, Gregory L.

445 71 Half Moon Bend Ritchie, Sherwood L., LCDR 20 years of service. 3500 flight hours with 300 carrier landings. Flew S-2.

446 1040 Pine Street • Shoemaker, Frank J.

447 29 Port of Spain Short, Harvey, CAPT, USMC 6 years of service. 2800 flight hours with 6 carrier landings. Flew R4Q. Served in Korea.


450 665 I Avenue • Skelton Clifford


452 1312 Third Street • Slack, Stephen Roger


454 1017 Olive Avenue • Smedberg, Edwin B.

455 650 Balboa Avenue • Smith, Wellington P.


457 700 Coronado Avenue Snowden, Ernest, “Ennie”, CAPT 29 years of service. 1750 flight hours with 20 carrier landings. Flew A-4.


459 8 Bahama Bend • Speer, Paul H.

460 1027 G Avenue • Splinter, Chip

461 880 Coronado Ave • Stanley, Hank

462 820 J Avenue Stearns, Theodore Henry, CDR 22 years of service. 12,000 flight hours. Flew P-3 Orion. Served in WWII and the Berlin airlift.


464 680 Margarita Avenue • Steven, John D.


466 465 B Avenue • Patrick, Robert W., Jr., “Rob”, CDR 19 years of service to date. 2500 flight hours with 465 carrier landings. Flew S-3B Viking. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom. Awards: Air Medal (2).


468 333 E Avenue • Swartz Phillip, “PJ”

469 1423 First Street Talmadge, Charles, Jr., “Chuck”, CDR 21 years 6 months of service. 3371 flight hours with 333 carrier landings (over 100 on the USS Midway). Served in Korea and Vietnam. Awards include the Navy Commendation w/Combat “V”, the Navy Unit Commendation (2) and the Air Medal (4).

470 340 D Avenue • Talquist, Lee

471 641 Cabrillo Avenue Teachout, David Stanley, “Dave”, CAPT, USN 34 years of service. Over 4000 flight hours; with 600 plus carrier landings. Flew S2F. Served in Korea and Vietnam. 60 combat missions. Awards: Meritorious Service Medal, Air Medal (3), Navy Accommodation Medal (2), Unit Accommodation Medal.
472 1521 Maria Place *Thoms,Peter C.


475 763 C Avenue *Timms, Rick

476 954 J Avenue *Tobiason, Joel

477 930 Balboa *Tracy,Weimer Burr


480 266 Soledad Place *Visses, Stephen J.

481 13 Bahama Bend Volpi, Ray A., CAPT, USN 30 years of service. 4470 flight hours with 212 carrier landings. Flew F-9F. Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam. 127 combat missions. Awards: Distinguished Flying Cross (2), Bronze Star (2) and the Air Medal (8).


485 334 H Avenue Watson, George William, CDR 26 years of service. 3051 flight hours. Flew PB4Y2 Privateer. Served in WWII and Korea.

486 835 Guadalupe *Weaver, Robert


489 848 D Avenue Williamson, Matthew Randall, “Gretel”, LTjg 4 years of service. 580 flight hours with 75 ship landings. Flew MH-60S.


491 950 Coronado Avenue Wilson, C. Todd, “Flanders”, CDR 20 years of service to date. 3300 flight hours with 700 carrier landings. Flew F/A-18. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Southern Watch. 75 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal and Navy Commendation Medal w/“V”.


494 450 A Avenue Wittry, Randal J., “Ran”, CDR 20 years of service. 2125 flight hours. Flew H-46. Served in Operation Desert Storm and the Persian Gulf.

495 848 D Avenue #103 Womble, Blake Jonathan, “R.I.P.”, LT 5 years of service to date. 660 flight hours. Flew SH-60H. Served in Operation Unified Response and Operation Enduring Freedom.

496 1402 Eighth Street *Working, Patrick L.

497 1402 Eighth Street *Working, Patrick C.


500 1099 First Street, #101 * Zoehrer, Herb


502 8 Port Royale Road Auten, Donald Edward, “Duck”, CAPT 26 years of service. 4800 flight hours with 250 carrier landings. Flew A4.

503 920 D Avenue *Barnes, Deborah

504 1031 Coronado Avenue *Belland, Captain


506 320 B Avenue *Branch, Ted


508 334 A Avenue *Cargill, Steve

509 733 1/2 D Avenue *King, Charles

510 692 Margarita Avenue Economou, James L.


512 820 Alameda Blvd. Fledderjohn, Donald William, CDR 27 years of service. Over 6000 flight hours with 70 carrier landings. Flew SNB, R5D, PB2Y. Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam. almost shot down by accident by own troops celebrating VJ Day!


514 100 Trinidad Bend *Garrett, John “Loosefoot”, LT 6 years of service. 1200 flight hours with 6 carrier landings. Flew SH-3A/H-34 Served in Vietnam..

515 1325 Third Street *Gise, William E.


517 239 A Avenue *Keeny, William

518 777 H Avenue *Henderson, Woody

519 556 H Avenue *Hoffman, Edward (Ned) E.

520 410Fourth Street *Hollenbeck, Kerry J.

521 334 J Avenue Hurst, Edwin K., “Buzz”, LT 7 years of service. 2750 flight hours with 120 aircraft landings. Flew Grumman E1B “Tracker”. 75 combat support missions in the South China Sea. Awards: Air Medal (3).
522 250 H Avenue *Imming, Cyril  
523 123 J Avenue *Godfrey, Scott  
524 734 G Avenue *Keitzer, Terry Ron  
525 850 C Avenue #11 *Hallowell, Benjamin  
526 1010 Alameda Blvd *Kercheval, Phyllis  
527 135 E Avenue *Grise, Joseph  
528 248 A Avenue *Carlisle, James H.  
529 222 E Avenue Lamb, Harold Moore, Jr., *Hal*, CAPT 22 years of service. 4000 flight hours. Flew P3.  
530 726 Pomona Avenue Lambert, Billy Charles, CAPT 31 years of service. 3274 flight hours. Ship landings include 6 fixed wing and 521 in helicopters. Flew H-34. Served in Korea and Vietnam.  
531 25 Antigua Court *Langston, Nick  
532 1210 Fifth Street *Lund, Timothy C.  
534 563 J Avenue *Malone, Eugene  
535 920 D Avenue *McAndrew, Shaun  
536 Unassigned  
538 846 B Avenue *Monger, Halsey P  
539 20 Bahama Bend *Morris, James I.  
540 765 G Avenue *Morris, Loren A.  
541 860 Alameda *Mosher, Allen  
543 727 H Avenue Niemyer, Andrew S., *Comjam*, CAPT 31 5 years of service. 3185 flight hours with 165 carrier landings. Flew A-3 Skywarrior. Served in Operation Desert Storm.  
544 960 Coronado Avenue Nordwall, Bruce, CAPT 26 years of service. 5075 flight hours with 388 carrier landings. Flew S2 in Vietnam. 30 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal.  
545 247 D Avenue *Norris Andrew  
546 1325 Third Street *Lade, Roger  
547 555 B Avenue *Norton, Dallas  
549 428 C Avenue Rands, Steven Leslie, II, *Scuba*, 13 years of service. 850 flight hours. Flew SH-60B. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom.  
551 Unassigned  
552 371 J Avenue *Ridge, Jr, William L.  
553 403 E Avenue *Rose, Daniel  
554 1060 Alameda Blvd *Rough, Jimmie  
557 Unassigned  
558 514 First Street *Schubert, Jr, Leslie H.  
560 677 Alameda Blvd. Simmons, Mitchell, CDR. 21 years of service. 4400 flight hours. Flew A4D Skyhawk. Served in WWII and Korea.  
562 2231 Avenue Tingle, Trevor James, LT 3 years, 4 months of service. 27 flight hours. Flew, CH-53E.  
563 740 Olive Ave *Walker, Richard Allen  
564 725 Adella Avenue Walls, Darrell, G., *Sidewinder*, LT 8 years of service. 5000 flight hours with 100 carrier landings. Flew AD-2 Skyraider. Served in Korea.  
565 671 Margarita Avenue *Walsh, Thomas M.  
566 299 Prospect Pl. #131 *Willard, Daniel M.  
568 436 Alameda Blvd. Williams, D Hunt, CAPT 26 years of service. 4762 flight hours with 245 carrier landings. Flew over 20 different prop and jet aircraft. Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam. Awards include the Bronze Star.  
569 363 G Avenue *Wilson, Daven J.  
571 819 J Avenue *Wilson, Kenneth Layton  
572 1020 Park Place *Zywitis, Ryan  
573 400 Tenth Street, 141 Orange Avenue # 306 Tom Kilciline Jr., *Killer*, VADM 37 years service. 5600 flight hours, 1150 carrier landings.. Flew F14 Tomcat. Served in Viet Nam (LPD), El Dorado Canyon (Libya), Desert Storm (Southern Watch, Desert Strike, Desert Fox), 63 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal, Strike Flight Medal (3).  
575 389 C Avenue Weisbрод, Edmund Joseph Jr., *Disco*, CDR 22 years 6 months of service. 3500 flight hours. Flew SH-ZF. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation Enduring Freedom.  
576 400 Tenth St Kilciline, Pat,“Irish”, LTJG7 years service. 450 flight hours with 50 carrier landings. Flew, F14 Tomcat.  
577 141 Orange Avenue # 306 Kilciline, Tom III, “REM”, LTJG 7 years service. 400 flight hours with 26 carrier landings. Flew F/A-18 Super Hornet.  
578 Not Assigned  
581 861 Cabrillo Avenue *Berger, William A.

607 and 608 Unassigned


612 353 I Avenue Edwards, Lynne, “Tug”, 6 years of service. 500 flight hours. Predominant aircraft flown, SH-60B.

613 353 I Avenue Edwards, John, “Pole”, 6 years of service. 1400 flight hours. Predominant aircraft flown, SH-60B. Served in the War on Terrorism

614 729 A Avenue Wyatt, Ben Harrison Commodore 30 years of service. Naval Academy graduate, 1917. Served in WWII and WWVI. Trained as one of the Navy’s earliest fliers. Set several early flying records. As a Naval mapping expert, he led the Alaskan air-mapping expedition in 1926, the largest aerial land survey attempted at that time. Helped establish Naval Air Force and initiated mapping of air routes in Peru, 1928. Military governor of the Marshall Islands tasked with moving the population of Bikini atoll in preparation for the atomic bomb tests. Commanded USS Chanergo and Naval Air Base, New England. Awards include the DFC.

615, 616, 617 Unassigned

618 707 Orange Avenue, G-2 Woods, Brian Dunstan, “Baddog”, CAPT Over 30 years of service. 4000 plus flight hours with over 400 carrier landings. Flew A7A. Served in Korea and Vietnam. 51 combat missions. Awards: Purple Heart (2), 2 Bronze Star (2), POW Medal, Legion of Merit, DFC and Air Medal (5).

619,620, 621 Unassigned

622 752 D Avenue Barnes, David Nicholas, “Barney”, CDR 18 years of service to date. 1500 flight hours. Flew E-6 A/B.

623-632 Unassigned

633 8 Maxfield Blvd. Myers, Allen G. IV, “Al”, VADM 33 years of service to date. 3600 flight hours with 900 carrier landings. Flew the F-14 Tomcat. Awards: Defense Superior Service Medal, Legion of Merit (8), Meritorious Service Medal (2), Air Medal, Joint Service Commendation Medal, Navy Commendation Medal (2), and Navy Achievement Medal (2).


635 Unassigned

636 3985 Cummings Rd. # 4 Gay, Earl L., RADM 31 years of service to date. Flew SH-60B. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom.

637 Unassigned


639 46 Quentin Roosevelt Blvd Miley, John, “Grinch” 26 years of service to date. Flew H-46 and H-60. Served in Operation Desert Storm and Operation Iraqi Freedom


631-643 Unassigned


645 Unassigned

646 700 Margarita Avenue Massey, Lance E. II, CAPT Naval Flight Officer. Chief of Staff Commander, Fleet Readiness Centers, Patuxant River Naval Air Station.

647 418 H Avenue, Mussello, James N., “Lucky” 23 years and 7 months of service, 2200 flight hours with over 300 carrier landings. Flew SH-60B in Desert Storm, OEF, and OIF.

648 960 Coronado Avenue Reed, Carl Samuel, Jr., “Sam”, CDR 20 years of service to date. 3565.4 flight hours with 354 carrier landings. Predominant aircraft flown, C-2.

649 39 Wright Avenue Monger, Paul D., “Mongo”, CAPT 33 years of service to date.

677 691 9th Street  Zbinden, Boyd, “Channel-Z”, CAPT 28 years of service. 3000 flight hours with 91 carrier landings. Flew the E-2C Hawkeye.


681 43 Bridgetown Bend  Allega, Fred, “Sebastian”, COL, USMC 32 years of service. 4756 flight hours with 7 carrier landings. Flew CH-46 Sea Knight in Vietnam. 500 combat missions. Awards: Distinguished Flying Cross (2), Air Medals (2) and Air Medal (Strike/Flight) (25).

682 533 E Avenue  Trueblood, James W., “Plasma”, CAPT 27 years active service. 3000 flight hours with 850 carrier landings. Flew the SH-2F.


685 1031 Lyndale Avenue  Loving, Jeffrey Scott, “Grouch”, CDR 20.5 years of service. 4800 flight hours with 261 carrier landings. Flew S-3A.

690 801 Eighth Street  Bean, Dave, “Beafer”, CAPT 26 years 5 months of service. 3400 flight hours. Flew SH-60F. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom.

691 501 D Avenue  Bell, Dan, CAPT 27 years of service. 3600 flight hours. Flew UH-1A Viking.

692 640 Cabrillo Avenue  Larratt, Russell “Ratt”, CAPT 21 years of service. 4000 flight hours with 360 carrier landings. Flew E-6A-B. Served in Southern Watch, 45 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal, Navy Commendation with Combat V.


695 38 Spinnaker Way  Haype, Norman Frank, Jr., Capt, USMCR 10 years of service. 3097 flight hours. Flew KC-130 F/R Served in Vietnam .37 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal, Purple Heart, Combat Action Ribbon


696 100 Trinidad Bend  Garrett, John H., “Cool”, LCDR 24 years of service. 4200 flight hours with 300 carrier landings. Flew UH-1B Served in Vietnam.483 combat missions.


700-703 unassigned

704 300 G Avenue  Flanagan, Thomas M., LTJG 3097 flight hours with 135 carrier landings. Flew SH-60F.

705 725 Guadalupe Avenue  Hughes, Jeff, “Butch”, CAPT 23 years of service to date. Flew MH-60R and SH-60B Skyhawk. Serving as Deputy Commander and Commander, Helicopter Maritime Strike Wing, U. S. Pacific Fleet.


707 1300 7th St  Hanson, Richard Eugene “Dick”, LT 6 years of service. Flew AD Skyraider. 11,000 flight Hours with 135 carrier landings.


709 729 A Avenue  Wead, Frank Wilbur, “Spig”, LCDR Born 1895 and died 1947 U.S.N.A. 1916, U.S. Naval Aviator turned screenwriter who helped promote United States Naval aviation from its inception through World War II. He wrote the script for the Naval Aviation movies: Hell Divers (1931) and Dive Bomber (1941). The movie The Wings of Eagles (1957) was based on his life.


712 631 Country Club Lane  Gilbreath, Kristen Collins, LT 10 years of service. 1200 flight hours. Flew CH-46.

713 631 Country Club Lane  Gilbreath, Scott Michael, CAPT 30 plus years of service to date. 2900 flight hours. Flew CH-46.

714 901 10th Street  Richter, Ronald Howard, LT Served in 1950’s.
718 132 Palm Avenue, Everitt, Russell, “Mongoose” LCDR 11 years of service to date. 2500 flight hours. Flew SH-60B. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom.
719 271 Alameda Blvd., Jones, Landon Le, “LBJ” LCDR 11 years of service to date. 3450 flight hours. Flew SH-60H. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom.
720 445 G Ave Unit A, Bradford, Wallace
721 Unassigned
723 728 F Avenue #1, Makridis, Basili K. (Bill), “Dune”, CAPT 27 years of service (14 active, 12 reserve, then IRX). 2485 flight hours. 524 carrier landings. Flew F/A-18 Hornet. Served in Operation Southern Watch. 42 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal.
724 950 Avenue Lawson, Cary, LTJG 2 years of service to date. 200 flight hours. Flew MH-60R.
726 525 C Avenue, Murray, Annie, LCDR 11 years of service to date. Flew H-60. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom.
727 525 C Avenue, Murray, Tom, LT 9 years of service to date. 2100 flight hours. Flew H-60. Served in Operation Enduring Freedom.
728 1015 A Avenue #15, Claybourn, Randall, Bruce, “Randy/Cactus” Major 16 years of service. 2100 flight hours. 24 carrier landings. Flew A-4M.
730 336 Palm Avenue, Schnell, David A., CAPT 28 years of service. 3700 flight hours. Flew H-46. Awards: Air Medal.
731 168 E Avenue, Morrissey, Stephen P., “Scuba”, LCDR 16 years of service. Flew MH-60S.
733 120 C Avenue #2, Heckman, John E., Jr., “Bear Paw”, CAPT 28 years of service to date. 7000 flight hour w/ 450 carrier landings. Flew A-7E. Served in Vietnam. 150 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal (13), Navy Commendation Medal (13), Vietnam Cross of Gallantry.
734 574 C Avenue, Keszei, David, “Pinto”, Major 22 years of service. 2000 flight hours. 308 carrier landings. Flew F/A-18C. Served in Operation Southern Watch. 46 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal S/F (2).
735 248 A Ave, Carlisle, James “Jim”, LT 12 years of service. 1100 flight hours. Flew FBYs. Served in WWII. Awards: Air Medal.
737 363 G Avenue, Loper, Gerald Loyd, “Jerry” Served in WWII and Korea
738 1066 Isabella Avenue, Mercer, Thomas Alexander, Jr., LCDR 11 + years of service. 1000+ flight hours. Flew SH-60B. Graduate, Test Pilot School.
739 509 Alameda Blvd. Miller, Scot A., CAPT 29 years of service. 3850 flight hours. Flew P-3C. Served in Operation Desert Storm.
741 870 Coronado, Nakagawa, Steven D., “sNAK” CAPT 24 years of service to date. 2736.8 flight hours with 653 carrier landings. Flew A-6E in Operation Desert Storm, and Operation Southern Watch. 33 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal (4 Strike/Flight) and an Aerial Achievement Medal.
742 625 J Street, Nevitt, Fred M., Jr., CAPT 33 years of service. 4500 flight hours with 275 carrier landings. Flew F8 Crusader. Served in WWII, Korea and Vietnam. 57 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal and Navy Commendation Medal.
743 850 E Avenue, Rodzianko, Adrian, “Comrade, LCDR 12 years of service. 950 flight hours. Flew SH-60B. Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom. 25 combat missions. Awards: Air Medal.
401 C Avenue Samuels, James Albert, “Jethro”, LCDR 8 years 9 months of service. 3670.6 flight hours. Flew SH-2F. Served in Desert Storm.


624 J Avenue DePrez, Richard J. CAPT 30 years of service. 3776 flight hours with 311 carrier landings. Flew A-4 Skyhawk. Served in WWII and Vietnam. Awards: WWII Victory Medal, European African Middle Eastern Campaign Medal (1 star), Vietnam Navy Distinguished Service Order 2nd Class, Legion of Merit, Navy Unit Citation (3 stars),Meritorious Service Medal (2).

624 J Avenue DePrez, Gregory R. “Dr. Demento”, LT, 7 years of service. 1100 flight hours with 336 carrier landings. Flew A-7E Corsair II. Awards: Naval Order of the United States Distinguished Graduate, NROTC Midshipman Commander, Stanford

843 G Avenue James H. Flatley Jr., “Jimmy”, VADM 29 years of service, 5,700 flight hours, 472 carrier landings. Flew F-6F “Hellcat”. Served 137 combat missions during WWII. Awards: Navy Cross, Legion of Merit with V, 3 Distinguished Flying Crosses, Bronze Star with V, and Navy Commendation medal with V.

843 G Avenue James H. Flatley III, “Flats”, RADM 31 years of service, 4,750 flight hours, 1608 carrier landings. Flew F-4 “Phantom”. Served 347 combat missions during Vietnam. Awards” Silver Star, 3 Distinguished Flying Crosses, Bronze Star with V, 6 Air Medals, Air Medal (Strike-23), 6 Navy Commendation Medals with V, 2 Navy Achievement Medals with V.